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Dear friends of the hunting dog. What is more beautiful for a dog handler than a 

successful hunt or successful dog work during a hunt. The joy experienced as a dog 

handler when the dog returns from the search for a hare, pheasant or duck and holds 

the game flawlessly in its mouth, retrieves it cleanly, or finds the game during a 

search for hoofed game and hunts it down in an ethical and humane manner. Yes, 

this is when a dog handler's heart soars and such wonderful moments may then also 

be captured in a photo or as a short video. However, my dear hunters and dog 

handlers, those who actively hunt have also experienced other times, and other 

situations. By this I mean the not so pleasant situations while hunting, where the 

wounded boar surrenders and several dogs do their work as hunting dogs, which I do 

not want to describe more clearly now, but which may not always be so beautiful. Or 

when hunting predators (fox raccoon, etc.), several dogs try to finish the hunt 

successfully. Often ugly scenes occur especially when hunting is still done with dogs 

that have not mastered this skill at all. 

My dear hunting dog friends, those who hunt know what can happen and that there 

are also, unfortunately, unpleasant situations while hunting. The terrible part of it is 

that some think they have to record everything in a photo or video. Standing nearby 

and documenting everything with a cell phone, instead of delivering the coup de 

grâce as quickly as possible, dispatching the game in an ethical and humane 

manner, or finishing the job with a really skilled dog. I do not want to say more about 

this, but the tip of the iceberg is publishing these photos and videos in the social 

media (Facebook, Instagram, etc.) or posting them as mobile phone updates. At this 

point I ask all hunters and hunting dog handlers to enjoy the hunt with their dogs, to 

keep the beautiful moments indelibly stamped in their hearts and to use the 

unfortunate unpleasant moments as a lesson for their future hunting careers, while 

never spreading them across our media, regardless of the kind.  

The same applies to our hunting dog tests. Not every test is successful, but we have 

to accept that as well. Those who do not want to or are not able to do so have the 

right to a protest in due time at every test. This is the path of appeal and not through 

the public media. It is cowardice and stupidity not to have the balls during or after the 

test to address the matter calmly and correctly or put it down on paper instead of 

using social media for this purpose days later. This is when short videos appear that 

don't even begin to reflect the truth. Also, test scoresheets appear with club data, 

details about the Association Judges (judge number, signature, etc.) on which 

everything is documented in detail. It is particularly sad when this happens among 

the ranks of Association Judges. Where is common decency, respect, and 

discretion? 

Dear Hunting Dog Handlers and Association Judges, we are constantly being 

watched in our hunting and hunting dog activities. Our lives as hunters and dog 



handlers are constantly being made more difficult. The practice of hunting, the 

handling of the hunting dog is made ever more difficult and almost impossible by new 

regulations and laws. We are not even heard or accepted by politicians and our 

opponents. Training our hunting dogs is made more difficult every day by laws and 

requirements (see new Animal Welfare Ordinance). What good is it if our Animal 

Welfare Officer / or our JGHV President talks with the competent authorities and tries 

to clarify the responsibilities of our hunting dogs, if the grassroots destroy it all again 

by their own actions, by their own ego in the social media within minutes. We should 

all think about this.  

Hunters and hunting dog handlers before us hunted in an ethical and humane 

manner, then they really let off steam.... lied and told tall hunting tales / "hunter's 

Latin" until the beams bent, but in the public media nothing ever appeared.  

The same took place after the tests. There, too, not everything was always 

harmonious, but after the test there were lengthy and sometimes pointed discussions 

at the bar, but after that the air was cleared and nothing appeared in the media. 

Unfortunately, no one has time after the test today. As soon as the score sheets are 

handed out, people go home and then the frustration is spread by social media.  

 

Those who are unable to accept a test result, no matter how it looks, can always file 

a protest, lodge a complaint with the appropriate bodies of the JGHV or use the 

media of the JGHV. Therefore, please, let's follow an honest and clear path. Let's 

stay true to hunting, let's stay true to what we do and how we do it, but let's do it 

honestly and fairly. 

 

Josef Westermann 

JGHV Director of Testing / Obmann fürs Prüfungswesen  
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